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The.Educational ResoUrces,Information Center on Career Education
(ERIC/CE) is one /bf sixteen clearinghouses in,a.nationwide infor-
mation system that is funded by.the National Institute of Educa-
tion. The scope of work for ERIC/CE includes the fields of adult-
continuing, career, and vocational-technical education. One of-the .

.functions of the Clearinghouse is to interpret the literature. that
is related to'each of these fields. This paper on preretirement
education should be of particular interest,to,adult educatorg,
business/indut15 sRersonnel managers, and middle-aged Amdricans.

The profession is indebted to D.-Barry Lumsden, Institute for Aging
, :Studies and Programs, Raleigh, North Cardllina, for hkscl-Olarship

in the preparation of this paper. Recognition is also duejAndrew
S.. Korim, Ohio State University, for his critical review of the
manuscript prior to its filial revi;ion and ,i.iblicatiOn. 5 Alelen B,

Moore, Adult Education Specialist at the ERIC:Clearingho on
Career Education, supervised the publication4s develdpnient. Madelon
Plaisted and Jo-Ann Cherry coordinated theoroduction of4thd,paper
for publication. 4' e,

Rdbert E.,Taylor
Executive Director
The Center forVocationol Eduion
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Qrawing from extensive resources in the area of retirement andigeron-
tology, this information analysis paper, which discusses preparation
for retirement and adtanced age, has three prim y objectives: (1) To
assess the psychological effectsof retirement on the individual,
e21 to assess preretirement conditions and attitude at affect the
individual's adjustment to retirement, and (3) to identify and discuss

\ preretirement learning, experiences that further the effective and
\successful adjustment to retirement. Intended for adult edu'ators,
puddle-aged riprsons, business/industry personnel managers,: discussion
centers mainly,on the content (affective and, cognitive) of preretire7
ment education programs with a brief discussion of theedUcational
needs of older adults, and appropriate educational practices.. The
f011owing,topics are covered: Work vs. Retirement, Adjustment to Re-
tirement, Planning Retirement Education, and Needed: A New Approach to
Planning. The terms "woTk" and "retirement" are defined and surveys
of attitudes toward work and retirement'ar& discussed, aim-1'g with. .

studies relating data,on preretirement attitudes7and breretirement

plannidg.and counseling programs. 'An'exploration'of the implications
of research for planning programs of'preretirement education is also
provided. The need to alter stereotypes and to form favorable atti:
tudes about aging and the aged is stressed. A 'partial bibliography
of literature of attitudes and aging, and a partial bibliography of
literature of preretirement-education programs are appended. (TA)

DESC::Concept Formation; Employment; *Older Adults; Adult Development;
Adult Education Programs; Affective Objectives; Educational Gerontologi;,

*Retirement; Social AttitUdes; Attitudes; *Work Attitudes; Changing
Attitudes;. *Educatiepal Nedds; *Personal Adjustment; *Educational Plan-'
ning; Counseling Programs; Literature Reviews; Surveys

IDEN::Preretirement Education Programs
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INTRODUCTION

From the standpbint of broad, national concern, retirement is la
relatiMY new phenomenon (ribb.itts, 1954). However, to assert that
retirement per se is a new phenomenon is to\report something,that is
not at all true. People have always had to cease, vdluntarily or
otherwise,,fromtheir'labbrs Two thousand years ago in the hinter-
lands of the Judei-Roman Em*e, Jesus urged his followers to work
because the night would come wlien they could-work no more (John 9:4'):
And what has historically been the,case still is and will always be.
Everyone reaches a point in life when work Is eithdr no lager de-
sired or no longer possible. In most instances, the "system,"physi-
caldisabilitiele,of one sort or,another, or death itself forces re-
tirement. For a few, retirement is a condition or state deliberately
chosen and entered into by the individual. But for whatever reasons,
everyone must at 6;e:time or another retire;

-Unfortunately, most discussions of the subject treat retirement as
though _,it were some sort of dreaded, terminal ilineSs.i And it Is -\
true, of course, that retirement has a noticeable impact on all posil

. ,
I

tions held by retired individuals, as well as on virtually all their
1 . relationships with others (Sussman, 1972). According to Streib and

Schneider (1971), retirement involves not dhly'a deMotion in the work
system ,but far more. For most people it Means a sharp reduction in ,

income!' And .less income may lead to a Corresponding inability to
meet behavioral expectations in a group orssociety. Streib and
Schneider identify the consequence as a change,in status. Numerous
others' (Darnley, 1975; Giovannini, 1974; Tidmarsh, 1975) 'have studied
the ,effects of retirement on the individual and agree-that negative
consequences are indeed associated with-disengagement from . gainful`

and meaningful work. In the well known Scripps Foundation _Studies
in Retirement, Atchley (1971) confirmed that retirement for Many per-
sons results in loss of a sense of involvement:. But Atchley was not
able to,relate this loss to the self- concept variablet of optimism
and autonomy. In fact, Atchley concluded'his research by noting that

-1-
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there exists.no concrete evidence that retirement per se has.a nega-
.tive influence on the nuality tf life.

o

It is somewhat ironic and paradoxical that those most concerned about
positively changing public attitudes toward retirement discuss so
frequently the negative aspects of retirement, thereby unintention-
ally reinforcing those'negative aspects of retirement they wish to

-combat. The July-September, -1977, issue of the journal Educational
'Gerontology was devoted exclusively to research on images of Aging,
contained in.literatUie, ranging from children's material to women's

periodicals. A central filnding of the research was that literary),

/ images of aging are consistently.gegative. But what would. be inter-

esting is a analytic investigation of the images of aging contained - *

in the gerontOogiCe4 literature on retirement'. I suspect that the

images of aging there will not differ appreciably from those contained
. 'in children's literature and women's periodicals.

The present discussion assumes that; for what ever reasons, -everyone

must sooner or laterretire: Questions pertinent to.the why and'when .

of retirement come after question's about how individual& adjust to
retirement when it doesconfront them. Thus, this discussion of re-

.

tirement ha's three primary objectives:
.

1. To assess the psychological effects Of retirement'on the:indi- -

vidual.

2. To assess preretirement conditions and attitudes that affect the ,

indiviOal's adjustment to retirement. .

3. To identify, and discuss preretirement learning experiences that '

further the etfective and' successful adjustment to retirement.

WORK VS. RETIREMENT

A review of the iteraturd on the 'subjec t of,work may lead the re-

viewer to a ebne tion-I describe es "paralysis froM analysis." 'There
are almost as m y.definitions of,work as there are those who attempt

to define it. 'onetheless, it important to have an idea of what

work is becaus= such an understanding is essential to the furtheK up-
derstanding of the concept of retirement.

"Retirement" s defined as the cessation of gainful !fork.' This is

an essentiall econoTic definition, but one with whith the_reader is

-2- 8
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likely to be most familiar. Someone who is-on someone else's payroll,
: 0 is'said to bemorking.. Similarly, the individual who is not on some-

one'S'payroll but who is self-s4portiht .through.delfvery of a product
or servfce,is said to be woTking._ To retire from conditions such as
these'Aviously,means to cease beingproductive for 'financial- reward.

\z-----) WhatL6ny people frail ta understand, however, is that to Piave an occut.
'Dation which 'brings in income and.to actually work may be two different
matters. To be active in the labor market is;not necessarily to work:

uc..)DuringsXrikes and work A downsempioyees a'reoften referred to as .

"idle workers." Hende,Lit i possibleto.be employed; yet not to be
working: 'Again, one's definition of work'is important in making th'is.t

I. Oo s)' distindtion. Co4ntles.tlfausands of ihdividbals in the United States =,
are retired but are still working. That is, they are not simply vege-
tatig while awainng'death. To the contrary, there is evidence that,
foi' the majority of people, occupational retirement offers a different
but new and rewarding life style.

, .

.

In,196, Louis Harr s``aonducted`anatiional'poll among individuals ,

who were occupationallyretired. These older people were asked the
question, "Has retiremeirfulfilled.yOursexpectations for a good life,' '

or have yoi found it lest than satisfactory?" Almost two-thirds (61 .

. pacent)jnOcated to Harris 'fliatkretirement had fulfilled their ex-
ectations'.i Thirty-three percent had*fOund retirkmento beiess

. han satisfying-and fulkilling, and the remaining 6 percent were un-
decided. ille one -third who expressed diAatisfaction with retire-
'ment will be discussed in another portion of this paper. For now,

. it seems necessary to make a few additional'obserVations about the
life satisfaction of the majority of those polled in the Harris,...\

.'.survey.
.

1.

N L .

.

,

. ..,

First, the fact that the Majdrity of retired persons'find life fffll-
filling tends to negate the popillar belief that retirement is similar

. to a dreaded, terminal'disease. . ,

Second, contented and happy retirees appear to be individuals who have
Created for themselves patrps of activity that serve as effective -

substitutes forliheirjobs.
.#

And third, it is my opinion that t e new patterns of activity do,
indeed involve work, although not an-occUpational sense and not
necessarily fdr financial gain. To these happy retirees, work may
involve keeping a garden, painting the house, or making a garment.
For .these individuals, work consists self-selecte'd'activities to
which they turn and into which they invest their time and energies,
not because the outcome leads to the delivery of.goods and services
to others, but because the activities are self-iratifYing. In the

1
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simplest terms, we are saying that work for the hippy retiree con-

.sists of self-serving, rather than other-serving, activii&s. Work

consists of ose activities which individuals choose for themsOves
rather than those chosen for them-

In1955, Morse and Weiss asked a random sample of males why they
wouid continue to work if they inherited enough money to live com-

fortably without working. The answers given lhe'researchers and
thepercentage distribution of respondents per answer are'shown in

Table 1.

Tabl e 1.

`I
Reason for Continuing to Work Percentage

To keep occupied 32

Would feel lost, go crazy 14

Can't be:idle 10

Keeps me healthy' 10

Enjoy the kind of work I do.. .9

Habit, inertia 6

To justify my existence
Gives me a feeling of self-respedt 5

Tokeep from getting bored 4

Would feel useless 2

To Se associated with people 1

'To keep out of trouble - 1

Other 1

What,is particularly interesting abodt these responses isthat almost

one-third (32:percent)-of the respondents indicated.that work keeps

one occupied. Another '14 percent said they would feel lost' and would

, go crazy if they ceasedto work. And 10 percentisaid they cannot simply

be idle. Thesp data show cleftrly that working for the sake of working

' and working at an occupation for monetary in maybe two different

matters. People seem to have A need to wo k regardless of their formal

-occupational situation, whether employed o retired.

ft
-4n 10
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ADJUSTMENT TO RETIREMENT

'The Morse -Weiss data provide interesting insight into the postretire-
.

ment psychological well' -being of people. One thing the data suggest.
is that retirement, that,1112 the act of retiring, is not what is.-

..imbortAnt. What is crucians what happens - -or doesnot happen--to
. people after retirement. Nccordihg to Shands (1968)', the poor ad-

justment many persons' initially make to retirement does not needto
be permanent. It has been found that the longer persons have been
retired, the less likely they are to be interested in returning to
work; the less likely they are to miss wbrA, and the more likely
they are tobe successfully adjustelito retirement: Many of the re
cently retired still viewthemselves'aiworkers and are dissatisfied
with retirement because it cuts them off from the work role. After a
period, of time, however, a shift in identity seems to take place. .

Instead of identifying themselves as workers, they identify them-
selves ag retirees. Once they accept the fact that they are retired,
it becomes easier to adjust to retirement status (Loether, 1975). ,

As noted earlier, one-third of the persoils surveyed by Harris clai med
that reti.rementfor,them had led to an unsatisfying and unfu filliAg

.)/
life: Harris found that the most frequently cited reasons for finding
retirement unsatisfying were finandkal pi.Oblems, poor health, and "miss-
ing work." It is .unlikely that financial problems, poor health, alid.

"missing work" are peculiar to the,group.of retirees who-are not happy.
To be sure, among the majority who appear to be satisfied and ful-
filled there exist problems.of health,*finance, and the like. As pre-

.viously indicated, one apparent factor which leads to effective vemus
-. ineffective, retirementto retrement is the individual's ability to

create patterns of activities which serve as effectiVe substitutes
for jobs. .

-11

t

i; Rese rch indicates that the conditions of retirement are significantly
rela ed to subsequent adjustment to retirement. BOYexample, a.study
by Thompsoll, Streib, and Kosa,(1960) asked ,the question, "Do persons

f".' ho retire voluntarily normally make better adYugtmentsthlh persons
.. .rt.,

are forcedto r4tire?" The researchers compared the adjustmentc
scores of-Voluntary retirees with those of compulsory retirees. ,It r .

%., was found that whether individuals retire voluntarily or involuntarily
iis,dot the crucial factor; 'what-is crucial is the individual's pre-

,

retirement attitude. -Whose with unfavorable preretirement attitudes
who'retkredvolunto.xily were more likely

e
to become dis atisfied in

--,

retirement than those who had favorable preretirement ttitudes but ,

. who ,were forced to retire.

I
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Based on this stady's findings, many campaniesand organizations,..

. have initiated preretirement Planning and counseling programs. The

.philosophy behind these'programs as thatadequate planning and coun-.

seling before retirement w)104.1ead tasuccessful adjUttment,to

tirement. Another study by Thompsoh (1958) provides interesting

data onspreretirement pl'anning and counseling programs. Thompson

related differences in adjustment to retirement to diffetences in

anticipation, before retirement., The ilreeanticipatory' factors he.:

studied were (1) Preconception of retirement, (2) preretirement

attitude toward retirement, and (3) having plans.for retirement.

1e-used thp f6llowing indices to measure adjuStment to retiremynt:.

(1) lengtle'of time required to get used to retirement, (2) 'diffi

culty in keeping busy, and (3) dissatisfaction with retirement.
,

Thompson found thatail three 4nticipatOry Eactofl. were-related to

successful adjustment.. FurtherMore, the three anticipatory .factors

themselves were interrelated. Thus, a person who plans for retire-

ment is likely to have an accurate preabnCePtion.of retirement and

a favorable attitude toward it.

Yet, Thompson found that planning for. retirement was refatively,un-

important fdr SUccessful adjuAment compared tohaving an accurate
preconception of retirement and a favorable preretirement. attitude.

Pranning%seemed to.be -important only when the individuali had a

favorable preretaretent'attitude and an accdrate preconception'. If

thp opposite were true, planning did not increase chances of asuccess-

ful'adjuStment.
W

Thowson's findings do not negate the importance and need.for p
,

retirement Counseling programs. What is not full(known, howev
4

is whether such programs can effectively develop faVOrable atti des 1.1k

toward and accurate preconceptions of retirement. It seems ne ary
, -

to make the,development of favorable attitudes and accurate pr n-

ceptkons anIiiregraPpart of preretirement counseling phgrams.

PIANNINGAETIREMENt EDUCATION

-

'following is-an explanation of the'implications af research for

planning prograffispf preretifeme t education. BUt first,.a recapit-

° ulaeion of the important findings.of research relative to retirement

is in order:
.../

sr.

12
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1. Retirement for many people results in loss of a sense of...involve-
ment (Atchley; 1971; Sussman, 172; Streih and Schneider, 1971).

2. ,A.substantial number of retired persons experience dissatisfac-
tion /with life following retirement (Harris, 1965; Morse and
Weiss, 1955),

3. Dissatisfaction with life following retirement appear, to'be
short-lived. The longer persons have been retired, t more
likely they are to be successfully adjusted to retirement (Shanas,
1968; Loether; 1975).

4. The individual's preretirement attitude is of crucial importance
to postretirement adjustment (Thompson, et al., 1960; Thompson,

1958). 4

5. An accurate preconception of retirement is impottantlj, related
to successful adjustment to retirement'(Thompson,'1958).

6. Having plans in anticipation of retirement is positively i.1-
lated to postretirement successful adjustment {Thompson, 1958).

4

The foregoing list of research findings is not complete or final.
Indeed, the\findings of research related to retirement and retire -
ment - related - phenomena are probably too numerous to catalog. Nemer-
theless,the six conclusions cited seem to have special implications
for those concerned, with the design, development, and implementation'
of programs of.preietirement education.

'ihe research of Thompson (1950s---14 preeminently useful in designing,
educational and counselingprograms for preretirees.-Jf it is ttue--
and there is no empirical reason-to believe otherwise- -that persons
who plan are likely to have a fav6rable,attitude toward retirement,
the content of preretirement education programs should stress indi-
vidual formulation of postretirement pans. The rationale behind
this need is sufficiently obvious. Planned postretirement activities
can be antidotes for idleness, loneliness, and boredom. But a size-
able proportion of preretirees apparently fail, for whatever.reasons,
to creatively and imaginatively conceptualize innovative activities
and life'styles for the retirement period of their Lies.

. While it is true that the execution of plans" requires money, the need
to plan does not assume less importance. Rather, the need for plan-
ning for the postretirement years becomes even greater. Prvetirement
education pfograms should, then, put great store in the need to plan
for the later years of life. Further, preretirement education pro-

f.
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grams should provide preretirees a'forum for di-gaining planned
activities that are practicable and meaningful during the post-

retirement years.

The observation that one's preconception of retirement influences
one's successful adjustment to retif4lent is filled with implica-
tions for educational program pl*nners. The notions and preconcep-
tions of }lbw people should behave invariably govern their actual
behavior. And in America there is a widely held and brdadly shared
concept of what it means to be'"old." Throughout life, individuals
undergo a sort of Pavlovian conditioning to what uold" means and
to how they should act when they reach the later years of life.
Consequently, their preconceptions lead them to behave in ways
consistent with their stereotype's. But this pattern is not inevita-

ble: There is no inexorable law of hilman behavior that programs

people to act out their erroneous.preconceptions, Programs of
preretirement education can do much to create and foster positive
images of retirement and older adulthood. The curriculum and content
of preretirement education prOgram§ should illustrate and stress
positive images and conceptions of aging and the aged.

Finally, according to Thompson (1958), preretirement attitude impor-
tantly affects subsequent adjustment to retirement. Those who have
favorable preretirement attitudes tend to adjust better and more
successfully'to retirement than thOse who have unfavyable prere-
tirement.attitudes. Preconceptions (beliefs about people, things,
and'ideas) dictate pqpple's attitudes and feelings. To enter the'
later years of life with negative attitudes about life and one's
self is to invite unhappiness and poor adjustment. The need for

educational programs that influence' individual attitudes toward
aging and.retirement is obvious and great.

It is impossible in a paper of'this scope ,and length to specify

iti detail the "what-to,do" and "how-to-do=ii" dimensions of the
curriculum content required in effectiye pretetirement education
programs. I am inclined to agree with Seltzer (1977) that

. . it is not necessarily toe informational content
[of courses] that causes the changes but course instruc-
tors and the learning environment created by instructors.
It makes little difference how much' information is trans-
mitted; the significant fa'ctors are the person transmitting
and the$tuation in which the transmission occurs.(pp.
187-88)

J 0 0
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Seltzer (1977) has somewhat bqldly and unapologetically concluded
that ". .there is not'a direct causal relationship between academic
exposuresto information and changes in attitude" (p. 187). What
do appear to be crucial in preretirement education programs are-these
three situational parameters:

1 Good and pertin,ent course materials.

2. Field experiences permitting direct exposure to older people
under supervised conditions,

3. 'Enthusiastic, dedicated, and competent teachers.(Seltzer, 107,
p. 188).

For the reader who wishes to examine further literature on.attitudes
and aging; there. is a partial bibliography--Appendix A--at the end
of this paper.

The sum and substance of the recommended content of preretirement
education has been affective to this point. And necessarily so.
While there are certainly cognitive curriculum needs of the pre-
retiree, none of the, research we have-reviewed has attributed post-
retirement unhappiness and maladjustment to the lack of information
or knowledge. Still,.there are pragmatic intellectual and cognitive
concerns of older adults which stlipuld be addressed in preretirement

education programs.

In.one community'sarvey, Hunter (n.d.) found that older people'have
keen interests in obtaining information about social security, medi-
.

care,(Jaws.applying to the.elderly,'retirement housing, and social -

rvites. The findings olf Hunter are.consisterit with the findings
of hers and suggest a number of things to -serious program planners.
First, the work of Hunter and others'does specify practical content
parameters that should be covered in good programs of preretirement
education. Second, research currently aVailable clearly 'illustrates
the broad range.of concerns shared by preretirees. While this may
appear to be a trite and self-evident iobsertratiOnp its significance
is apparent when the content of typical preretirement education pro-
grams is historicdlly xeviewe4.

PI

NEEDED: A NEW APPROACH TO PLANNING

Within the,last twenty yedrs and more, doiens of studies of pre-,
retirement education programs have been made (Kelleher and Quirk,



f

1074). A careful examination of these studies reveals cer tain
common characteristics with which contemporary and future program
planners should be acquainted.

I
,

narrow;
,

Insofar as content goes, emphasis has been narrow; thefacu has
traditionally been financial matters only. The researchof Hunter
and others shows this to be a serious weakness of preretirement,,.

education programs in_ the- - '
--

,

In the past, individual approaches, have been used almost exclu-
sively in preretirement education programs. Industry-based pro-

'grams of preretirement education have relied solely on individual
interviews between the preretiree and the employer.

.

The weaknesses of past preretirement education programs become even
clearer when previous practices are reviewed in the light, of the
empirical work of Seltzer (1077)=-, According to Seltzer, the three
crucial situational elements in goad preretirement education pro-
grams are

1. Good and pertinent course materials.

2. ,Field experiences permitting direct exposure to older people
under supervised conditions.

3. Enthusiastic, dedicated, and...competent teachers.(p. 188)

And finally, preretirement- education programs in the past have
virtually--if not altogether -- ignored the important affective and
preconceptual conditions known to, influence the individual's success-
ful adjustment to retirement.

1

For the reader who wishes to-examine_further past literature on
preretirement programs, there is a partial bibliography--Appendix
B--at the end of this paper.

Up to this point, discussion has centeed.mainiy on ,the content ,

(affective and cognitive) of the preretirement education curriculum,
with a brief discussion of appropriate and inappropriate methods.
Two questions arise naturally from all that has been considered:
(1) When should preretirement education begin? and (2) Who should
assume responsibility for it?

To deliver the practical-content prerbiirement education affect-

ing postretiremeet daily living, the program might begin a year or
less in advance of the individual's actual retirement. Short courses,

-lo-
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workshops,' and seminars can be-set up for small groups of indiViduals
for° whom retirement iszimpending, ,Guest speakers can provide infor-
mation'for,group-diseussion and-eonsdderation. Supervised field trips
may bg,:animportant part of the total preretirement education program.

But what troubles-me are the areas `of attitudes and preconcepticons.
Too many people have negative attitudes and faulty preconceptions
about aging and pdstretirement life. Where do they get these nega-
tive attitudes al:id faulty preconceptions?

0 4

The reader once more is reminded that the July-September 1977 issue
of the journal Ed4cationd7 Gerontology is devoted exclusively to a

developmental analysiS of old age and literatirre. Study after study
of the images of aging in the literature conclude that depictiOn of
the temperament and character of(the aged is gloomy. It matters little
where this portrayal of aging occurs--whether it is in children's
literature, history philosophy, adolescent literature, or women's
periodical fiction. Literary stereotypes of aging play a major role
in shaping the attitudes and conceptions of what it means to age. .

And many preretirees bring their negative attitudes'and faulty pre-'
conceptions to their preretirement seminars, workshops, and classes.

k

What can be accomplished effectively in a short series of preretire-
ment classes? .Much - -if the subject is the simple transmission of .

information about social security, medicare, retirement housing, and
the like. But when it comes to appreciably'altering the stereOtype
and debilitating attitudes of older people abo t, themselves and their
futures, I have some doubts about the effectiv ness of traditionally
conceived programs of prereticvent education. Here thenproblem is.,
not between an employee and an employer. Inst ad, the concern is
with a social and cultural dilemma. And a goo case can bequade that
the attitudinal and pre of many preretirees
are the fruits, not the roots, of the problem. The rootof the prob-
lem is in the processes of socialization and r socialization. From
the earliest days of childhood, through what i read, hedrd, and
observed, individuals form unwholesome attitud s and erroneous beliefs
about aging and the aged:.,What is needed is a radical transformation
in the media that are responsible for forming 'eople's values. "Crash"
programs,pf preretirement education have their place and have potential
for accomplishing much. But ,they cannot be re ied on undo the
cumulative effects of sixty-two tasixty-fiye ears of socialization
and reinforcement.

.0
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